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Our National Parks- Volunteering and OutdoorLoyalty…
Previous blogs on OutdoorLoyalty.com have been about outdoor activities such as
running, wearables and river activities. Our support for loyalty/reward programs recognize
that these activities should be inclusive as “points for participation”. This blog is close to our
hearts here at OutdoorLoyalty.com. Over the last 14 years, the National Parks System has lost
over 85% of their budget. As a result, their infrastructure has been degraded to a point of
urgency for the future and safety of these facilities. These “Gems of our Culture” deserve a
face lift for the upcoming Centennial Celebration in 2016.
Volunteering our support in National Parks gives us a sense of belonging and participating
in a much needed reparation of these cultural icons. You can volunteer individually, as part of
an organization or make it a family activity. Most of us have visited some of these parks both
on National or State levels, and in some cases, your favorite park several times. However,
many of these parks you have visited need your volunteer support for them to continue
sharing their unique offerings to future generations. If there are parks you have not had the
pleasure of experiencing, your volunteering can bring you fulfillment and enjoyment to you
and hopefully for your family and friends.
Volunteering in the National Parks is one of the cornerstones of OutdoorLoyalty.com’s
Mission Statement- [Reward…Outdoor…Activities]. We at OutdoorLoyalty appreciate your
volunteering and support for organizations like our National Parks. Your support inspires
others to do the same. Paying forward is truly what has been a virtue instilled in all of us.
These acts benefit future generations and can implant that seed necessary to perpetuate all
the things we cherish and love in our lives. Our Brand is all about sustaining everything
Outdoors. We thank you, in advance, for doing what is right for all of us. Volunteer for
America’s Future.
Attached is an article written by Volunteer.gov clarifying what and how volunteering in our
National Parks is possible:
https://www.volunteer.gov
Remember our tagline: Reward…Outdoor…Activities
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